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ABSTRACT
In order to improve the understanding on rotating stall
mechanism of axial compressors, rotor blade wake
characteristics were experimentally investigated on a lowspeed axial compressor. Unsteady measurements and
corresponding data processing were conducted on the rotor
blade wake total pressure fields. Phase-lock averaged total
pressure fields at rotor exit surface showed growing tip
leakage vortex near the blade tip during the throttling process
of the compressor. At the same span location of the tip
leakage vortex, total pressure power spectral densities at
small flow coefficient points showed fluctuation signals with
frequencies smaller than the blade passing frequency. As the
compressor operating to the stall margin, power of the
fluctuation signals increased and power of the blade passing
signal decreased. With tip air injection and circumferential
grooved casing treatments, the more power of the fluctuation
signals reduced and the more power of the blade passing
signal recovered at the same time, the larger stall margin
improvement the rotor could get. Above results presented an
unsteady perspective around the rotor blade tip wake to study
the stall mechanism, and provided some quantitative
information to evaluate the effect of the casing treatment
techniques that mainly control the rotor blade tip flows on
the stability enhancement.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of flows in the blade tip region for axial
compressors, especially modern transonic rotors, is well
recognized in the gas turbine community. Tip clearance flow,
in particular the tip leakage vortex (TLV), has been found
playing a significant role in both work losses and instability
of axial compressors and fans.
Many investigations in recent years have found that the
TLV trajectory moves toward to the leading edge of the
neighboring blades as the compressor throttling to stall
margin. Hoying et al.1 demonstrated that the rotating stall
would happen when the TLV trajectory was flush with the

leading edge. Vo et al.2 presented that the TLV trajectory
flush with the leading edge and a backward flow near the
trailing edge are two criteria of the occurrence of spike, one
of the two basic modes of stall inception. Hah and Rabe3
studied a transonic compressor with shock waves and TLV
plus their interaction in the blade passages and found that the
blockage due to tip clearance flows also seems to be the
origin of the flow instability. Cameron et al.4 studied a
transonic compressor and they experimentally and
numerically identified that the interface between the main
flow and the reverse tip clearance flow moved upstream as
the decreasing flow coefficient and was flush with the rotor
leading edge when the compressor stalled.
Besides the steady trajectory, unsteady characteristics of
the tip clearance flow have also been found having
relationship with the compressor stall inception. Mailach et
al.5,6 and Marz at al.7 studied fluctuation of the TLV and
propagation of a blade passage vortex and presented a
phenomena called “rotating instability”. Bae at al.8-10
experimentally studied the tip clearance flow on a
compressor cascade and also found the TLV unsteady
fluctuation. Furukawa et al.11,12 found that the TLV
breakdown causes periodic fluctuation of the passage flow
and boundary layer separation and finally the rotating stall.
Zhang et al.13 numerically studied a low-speed axial
compressor and found the self-induced unsteadiness of tip
clearance flow at small flow coefficient operating points.
Many investigations on compressor stability improving
techniques, especially casing treatments such as
circumferential groove, axial slot, and tip air injection which
mainly focus on controlling the tip region flows, have
indirectly validated above stall mechanisms around the tip
clearance flow. Lu et al.14 numerically simulated a low-speed
axial compressor rotor and the results shown that the
circumferential groove delayed the spill of the interface of
the main flow and the tip clearance flow at the blade leading
edge and so that delayed the rotating stall. Shabbier and
Inoue et al.15 analyzed the flow structure in circumferential
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Table 1. Design parameters of the LAC-IET rotor.
Parameter
Value
Blade number
58
Rotational speed (RPM)
2400
Mass flow rate (kg/s)
2.9
Outer diameter (mm)
500
Hub-tip ratio
0.75
Blade tip chord (mm)
36.3
Aspect ratio
1.86
Blade tip stagger angle (deg)
39.2
Mid-span stagger angle (deg)
44
Stage reaction (%)
68
As shown in Figure 1, the compressor is driven by a
variable speed DC motor (station 6 in Figure 1). The
rotational speed is controlled by a servo-motor controller
(station 7). Station 5 is an electronic throttle valve driven by
a step motor (station 8) to adjust the mass flow rate of the
compressor. Stations 1 are instruments for measuring the
inlet casing steady static pressure that is used to calculate the
inlet axial velocity. Stations 4 are instruments for measuring
the outlet casing steady static pressure that is used to
calculate the total-to-static pressure rise. Stations 2 and 3 are
dynamic instruments for measuring the casing unsteady static
pressures and rotor exit unsteady total pressures,
respectively, which are used to map the flow fields in the tip
clearance and the rotor blade wake. Stations 9 to 13 are data
acquisition and data processing systems.
A Kiel-type probe was installed at station 3, as shown in
figure 2, to measure the time-resolved total pressures of the
rotor exit flows. Driven by a step motor, the probe can move
radially and the measuring range of the Kiel head was from
7.9% to 97.5% of the blade height. For experimental safety
consideration, the probe head was located 8 mm away from
the blade trailing edge at 7.9% blade span. Because the blade
trailing edge is not radial, the probe head was about 13 mm
away from the trailing edge at 97.5% blade span. In order to
get more detailed information of the blade tip wake flows,
the radial gaps between adjacent measuring points were set
to be 1 mm in the range from 80% to 97.5% span. The radial
gaps between adjacent measuring points were 2 mm in the
range from 7.9% to 80% span. There were totally 38 radial
measuring points at the rotor exit surface, and the total
pressure data sampling time was 2 seconds and sampling
frequency was 100 kHz at each radial point.

grooves and they believed that the grooves changed the
forming mechanism of the TLV and then delayed the vortex
breakdown and the rotating stall. Hwang et al.16
computationally and experimentally studied a low-speed
axial compressor rotor with axial slotted casing treatment and
found that the more the TLV unsteadiness decreases, the
higher stability enhancement the rotor will get. Tong17 and
Geng18 et al. experimentally and numerically studied rotor tip
air injection on a low speed axial compressor and found that
the TLV self-induced unsteadiness decreased at the stability
enhanced operating points.
As described above, most investigations on TLV mainly
focus on regions at blade tip clearance and tip leading edge.
However, as one of the two criteria of the occurrence of
spike by Vo, the tip trailing edge flows also have some
significant phenomena during the stall process. So
investigations on the blade tip wake flow should be able to
provide valuable information to expand the understanding of
the compressor stall mechanism. Furthermore, because the
space at rotor exit is much larger than that in the tip
clearance, more powerful probes can be used in experiments
and so that more flow parameters can be measured in the
rotor blade wake flow field. Once obtaining total parameters
such as the total pressure, one can carry out some
quantitative analysis around the flow energy and
unsteadiness and then find relationships between the rotor
blade wake characteristics and the compressor performance.
The current paper aims at quantitatively studying the
rotor tip wake flow features by experimentally measuring the
unsteady total pressure of the wake flow filed. Firstly, the
paper described the compressor rig and instrumentation
system especially the rotor blade wake unsteady total
pressure probe. Secondly, the steady and unsteady
characteristics of the rotor blade wake flow field were shown
at varying operating points of the compressor. Finally, two
stability control techniques, tip air injection (TAI) and
circumferential grooved (CG) casing treatments, were
conducted and corresponding stall margin improvements of
the low-speed axial compressor rotor were shown. Then
quantitative statistics and analysis of the rotor blade wake
total pressure unsteadiness under different stall margin were
shown to present a new perspective to study the stall margin
improvements and stall mechanism around the rotor tip
clearance flow.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The test rig used for the current study is a three-stage
Low-speed Axial Compressor at the Institute of Engineering
Thermophysics (LAC-IET) of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences. The experiments have been carried out in an
isolated rotor environment in order to ensure the observed
rotor blade wake unsteady phenomena free from external
excitation such as the rotor-stator interactions. A brief
description of the rotor design parameters is given in Table 1.

Figure 1. LAC-IET compressor test rig.
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points, near choke (NC), near design (ND), and near stall
(NS) with flow coefficients 0.58, 0.55, 0.48 respectively,
were chosen to investigate the rotor tip wake flow fields.
Following paragraphs will show the rotor blade wake
characteristics under varying mass flow rate and discuss its
relationship with the compressor stability.
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Figure 2. Kiel-type time-resolved total pressure probe at
rotor exit.
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The Kiel-type time-resolved total pressure probe was
specially built to measure the rotor blade wake flows
especially the blade tip wake flow. Unsteady total pressure
filed in the blade tip wake has large circumferential and
radial gradients, which asks for high spatial resolution of the
probe. Moreover, the rotor blade wake flows are highly
three-dimensional and the flow angles differ much on the
plane of measurement, which require the total pressure
reading of the probe to have low sensitivity to the flow
angles. After being calibrated in a wind tunnel, this Kiel-type
probe was able to measure air total pressures with flow
angles of plus or minus 43 degrees. With a Kiel shield with
2.5 mm outer diameter and a Pitot tube with 1.0 mm outer
diameter, the probe head was validated having spatial
resolution of about 1.0 mm. With regard to the temporal
resolution, the pressure transducer was installed 25 mm
downstream the probe head and the natural frequency of the
connecting tube between the probe head and the pressure
transducer was about 3.4 kHz. In order to improve the
temporal resolution of the probe, a dynamic transfer function
of the connecting tube was calculated based on unsteady
calibration. By using the transfer function, the probe was
able to resolve dynamic total pressures with frequencies high
to 10 kHz which was about four times of the rotor blade
passing frequency (BPF). In a word, this Kiel-type probe had
enough ability to meet the demand of the rotor blade wake
time-resolved total pressure measurements.
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Figure 3. Performance curves of the rotor with smooth
casing.
To study the rotor blade wake structure, phase-lock data
processing was done on the measured time-resolved total
pressures. A dimensionless parameter, total pressure rise
coefficient, was calculated by inlet total pressure, outlet total
pressure and inlet kinetic energy. Figure 4 and figure 5 show
the phase-lock average and root mean square (RMS) of the
total pressure rise coefficients within two blade passages at
the measuring surface. Figure 6 shows the circumferential
averaged total pressure rise coefficients at each measuring
point. One can find from the figures that a bubble with high
total pressure and high RMS appears at 90% span, and the
size of the bubble increases during the throttling process.
According to the shape and location of the bubble, one can
judge that it’s a slice of the TLV. We can see that the tip
leakage flow is still a significant flow component even at the
location that is 13 mm downstream the trailing edge.
Especially at the NS point, the TLV covers the region from
70% to 100% span and covers about 75% angular space of
the blade passage. Since total pressure to some extent
represents air flow energy, we may find some quantitative
relationship between the rotor blade wake characteristics and
the stall margin.
While below 30% span, there is a region with low total
pressure and very high RMS as seen in figure 4 and figure 5.
This region occurs at the blade root and grows along both the
axial and circumferential direction during the throttling
process. Especially at the NS point, the region almost fills in
the blade passage from blade root to 40% span. These blade
root wake phenomena may also have relationship with the
rotor stability. However, these are not the focuses of this
paper. Following parts will focus on the blade tip wake to
explore quantitative relationship between rotor blade wake
unsteady features and rotor stability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments of compressor rotor with smooth casing
were firstly conducted. Figure 3 shows the performance
curve of the isolated rotor. The overall performance in terms
of total-to-static pressure rise coefficient (𝛹 = Δ𝑝/0.5𝜌𝑈 2 )
and flow coefficient (𝛷 = 𝑉𝑥 /𝑈）were measured with eight
on-casing static pressure taps around the annulus in both the
inlet and the outlet of the compressor (station 1 and 4 in
figure 1), where Δ𝑝 is the total-to-static pressure rise, 𝜌 is
the atmosphere air density, 𝑈 refers to the blade speed at
mean radius and 𝑉𝑥 is for the axial velocity of the incoming
flow. Experimental uncertainties of the flow coefficient and
the total-to-static pressure rise coefficient are 0.68% and
1.16% respectively. As seen in the figure, three operating
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Figure 6. Circumferential average of the total pressure rise
coefficients.
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Figure 7 shows power spectral densities (PSD) of the
rotor blade wake total pressure rise coefficients of points NC,
ND and NS. Only the region from 50% to 97.5% span is
shown and the frequency axis is normalized by the rotor
BPF. One can see from the figures that at the ND point, it
appears around the blade tip some periodicity signals with
frequencies smaller than BPF. For the convenient of
description, we call these signals Non-BPF signals. While at
the NS point, the Non-BPF signals cover larger span space,
which is from about 80% span to blade tip, and the amplitude
and frequency scope of the Non-BPF signals also increase
much. The maximum amplitudes of the Non-BPF signals
appear at the blade tip both at the ND and NS points.
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Figure 4. Phase-lock average of the rotor blade wake total
pressure rise coefficients.
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Figure 5. Root mean square (RMS) of the rotor blade wake
total pressure rise coefficients.
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Figure 7. Power spectral density (PSD) of the total pressure rise coefficient.
Figure 8 shows the PSD of the rotor casing wall static
pressures. Ten pressure transducers were flushed installed in
the casing covering the chord length. In the figure, B is the
distance between the blade leading edge and the centerline of
the pressure transducer, and C is the blade tip chord. From
the figure, one can also find the Non-BPF signals over
almost the whole chord length. The maximum amplitude
appears at the 25% chord from where the unsteady
fluctuation of the tip leakage flow starts, as seen in
reference13. Like in the rotor blade wake, the amplitude of
the Non-BPF signals on the casing wall also increases during
the throttling process. All above similarities on span location,

time of appearance, and intensity change of the Non-BPF
signals in rotor blade wake and on casing wall validate that
the Non-BPF signals in rotor blade wake are the TLV
unsteadiness.
Another phenomenon of the rotor blade wake total
pressure happens to the BPF. As seen in figure 7, as the
appearance and increasing of the Non-BPF signals,
amplitude of the BPF signal decreases during the throttling
process. The amplitude changes of BPF and Non-BPF
signals represent the struggle between the inherent
unsteadiness of the main flow and the self-induced
unsteadiness of the TLV. As the rotor operating near rotating
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point with smooth casing, and 𝛷 means flow efficient of
any considered points, for instance, the new near stall (NNS)
points with casing treatments and the small-flow-coefficient
points (NC and ND) with smooth casing.

stall, power of the TLV unsteadiness achieves to a peak and
the rotor inherent unsteadiness will be strongly weakened.
Based on this phenomenon, a presumption can be made that
if the stall margin of the rotor was enhanced by controlling
the tip flows, the amplitudes of BPF and Non-BPF signals
should change in reversed directions.

PSD

NC

ND

B/C=0.50

B/C=0.00

B/C=0.67

B/C=0.09

B/C=0.83

B/C=0.26

B/C=1.00

0.5

𝛷

− 1) ∗ 100

(1)

Table 2. TAI casings for experimental investigation.
No.
Casing condition
SMI-NNS
TAI-1
TAI-2
TAI-3
TAI-4
TAI-5
TAI-6

0.5

SC-1(Tip Gap 1.1 mm)
𝛼 = 15°, 𝛽 = 0.14%
𝛼 = 15°, 𝛽 = 0.82%
𝛼 = 15°, 𝛽 = 2.28%
𝛼 = 30°, 𝛽 = 0.82%
𝛼 = 45°, 𝛽 = 0.82%

0
3.36
45.99
39.82
5.75
26.95

Table 3. CG casings for experimental investigation.
SMINo.
Casing condition
NNS
CG-1
SC-2(Tip Gap 0.9 mm)
0
CG-2
L/C = 0.27
2.82
L/C
=
0.43
9.35
CG-3
CG-4
L/C = 0.56
10.18
CG-5
L/C = 0.72
6.48
CG-6
L/C = 0.21 & 0.43
8.77
CG-7
L/C = 0.27 & 0.56
6.19
CG-8
L/C = 0.21 & 0.78
5.24
CG-9
L/C = 0.43 & 0.78
7.53
Figure 9 shows the performance curves of the rotor with
smooth casings (SC-1 and SC-2) and the new near stall
(NNS) points of TAI and CG casing treatments. For smooth
casings, rotor blade wake on points NC, ND and NS were
measured. And for TAI and CG, to verify above presumption
on amplitude changes of the BPF and Non-BPF signals with
enhanced stall margin, rotor blade wake measurements were
done on the points that had same flow coefficients with the
NS points of SC-1 and SC-2 respectively. As seen in the
figure, flow coefficients of the NS points of SC-1 and SC-2
are 0.48 and 0.46 respectively.
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1
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B/C=0.42

SMI = (

1
f/BPF

Figure 8. Power spectral density (PSD) of the casing wall
static pressures.
To verify the above presumption, two kinds of stability
enhancing techniques, tip air injection (TAI) and
circumferential groove (CG) casing treatment, were
conducted for the LAC-IET rotor. TAI experiments were
done on the smooth casing with tip gap 1.1 mm (SC-1).
About the air injection system, high pressure air came out of
a pressure tank with a constant pressure. After a valve, eight
nozzles circumferentially uniformly distributed over the rotor
leading edge. By measuring the volume flow rate and the
pressure in the piping, the momentum of the injected air flow
can be calculated. Two parameters of the injected air, the air
injecting angle 𝛼 and the injected air momentum to main
flow momentum ratio 𝛽, were set to get varying stall margin
of the rotor. As seen in table 2, three momentum ratios,
0.14%, 0.82%, and 2.28%, were set with 15 degree flow
angle. And three flow angles, 15 degree, 30 degree and 45
degree, were set with 0.82% momentum ratio. CG
experiments were done on another smooth casing with tip
gap 0.9 mm (SC-2). As seen in table 3, four single-grooved
casings and four double-grooved casings were chosen for
rotor blade wake measurements. The grooves are all 3 mm
wide and 6 mm deep. L is the distance between the blade
leading edge and the centerline of the groove, and C is the
blade tip chord. Since this paper mainly focuses on the rotor
blade wake characteristics under different stall margin of the
compressor. So the effects of the geometrical parameters and
axial location of the grooves on the stall margin enhancement
will be not discussed in this study. A dimensionless
parameter called stall margin index (SMI) is defined in
formula (1), where 𝛷𝑁𝑆 means flow coefficient of the NS
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Figure 9. Performance curves of the rotor with casing treatments.
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To quantitatively study the power change trend, surface
integrals were calculated for the BPF and Non-BPF signals.
The frequency range of the surface integrals was plus and
minus 0.05 BPF of the peak frequencies of BPF and NonBPF signals. Since the Non-BPF signals appear near the
blade tip, the integrals were calculated over the region from
80% span to blade tip. Figure 10 shows the power integrals
of BPF and Non-BPF signals on considered operating points.
From both of the TAI (left figure) and the CG (right figure)
casings, one can see that as the rotor operating close to the
stall margin, power of the Non-BPF signal increase and
power of the BPF signal decrease. While, at the NS points,
for both of TAI and CG, the more power recovery of the BPF
signal and the more power decrease of the Non-BPF signals,
the higher SMI the rotor can get. There were several points
not following the trend of the power change of the BPF and
the Non-BPF signals such as the TAI-4. However, these
BPF of SC-1
BPF of TAI
Non-BPF of SC-1
Non-BPF of TAI

0.05

BPF of SC-2
BPFof CG
Non-BPF of SC-2
Non-BPFof CG

0.03

Stability enhancement

Throttling process

Stability enhancement

Throttling process

Power [-]

Power [-]

0.04

quantitative analyses present an obvious trend that the more
power transfer from the Non-BPF signals back to the BPF
signal, the wider stall margin the rotor can get. This trend
validates the presumption in the above paragraph.
One can see from figure 9 that the rotor has higher
pressure rise and wider stall margin with SC-2 that has
smaller tip gap than SC-1. From figure 10, by comparing the
points of SC-1 and SC-2 during throttling process, one can
find that the size of tip gap did not influence the power level
of the BPF signals. However, the power level of the NonBPF signals of SC-1 was higher that of SC-2. Especially at
the NS points, the power of the Non-BPF signals of SC-1
and SC-2 was about 0.03 and 0.015 respectively. It is
commonly known that a larger tip gap makes stronger tip
leakage flow. So we can more confidently say that the NonBPF signals in the rotor blade wake were made by the TLV.
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Figure 10. Integrals of PSD of rotor blade wake total pressure rise coefficient.
3) Fluctuation of the TLV produces Non-BPF total
pressure signals in rotor tip wake flow. At the same time,
amplitude of the BPF signal is decreased. Surface integrals of
the total pressure PSD show that the closer to the stall margin
of the compressor rotor, the more power of the Non-BPF
signals increase and the more power of the BPF signal
decrease. While, equipped by TAI and CG casing treatments,
at the operating points with the same flow coefficient of the
NS point with smooth casing, the more power of the NonBPF signals reduce and the more power of the BPF signal
recover, the wider stall margin the rotor can get. These
quantitative analyses of the unsteadiness of rotor blade wake
flow provide a new perspective and some valuable
information to the study of stall mechanism and stability
control strategy.

CONCLUSIONS
Rotor blade wake characteristics were experimental
studied on a low-speed axial compressor in this paper.
Unsteady total pressure fields of rotor blade wake were
measured under varying stall margin of the compressor. Tip
air injection (TAI) and circumferential grooved (CG) casing
treatments were used to get enhanced stall margin of the
compressor. The results are summarized as follows:
1) Phase-lock average and RMS of the wake total
pressures show clear flow structure at rotor exit surface.
During the throttling process, the TLV grows three
dimensionally and covers very large space of the blade
passage at NS operating point. The tip leakage flow still has
high energy even at the location that is 13 mm downstream
the blade trailing edge.
2) During the throttling process, it appears Non-BPF
signals in the rotor blade wake total pressure fields.
Frequencies of the Non-BPF signals are smaller than the BPF
signals. As the flow coefficient decreasing, radial space and
amplitudes of the Non-BPF signals increase. By comparing
with the PSD of the casing wall static pressures, the NonBPF signals in rotor blade wake are confirmed to be the TLV
unsteadiness.

NOMENCLATURE
Notation
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α

air injecting angle

β

injected air momentum to main flow
momentum ratio

B

distance between the blade leading
edge and the centerline of the pressure
transducer

L

distance between the blade leading
edge and the centerline of the groove

C

blade tip chord

Ψ

total-to-static pressure rise coefficient

Φ

flow coefficient

ρ

density

U

blade speed at mean radius

ΔP

total-to-static pressure rise

Vx

axial velocity

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]
Abbreviations

TLV

tip leakage vortex

TAI

tip air injection

CG

circumferential groove

BPF

blade passing frequency

NC

near choke

ND

near design

NS

near stall

RMS

root mean square

PSD

power spectral density

[12]

[13]

[14]
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